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ISO 12199  :2000  &  :2022
Alphabetical ordering of multilingual terminological and lexicographical data represented in the Latin alphabet

• Identical normative technical 
content

• Informative content relating to 
Serbian language added

• Minor updates of references 

• … very minor … :

“1) In this minor revision of ISO 
12199:2000, reference continues to 
be made to ISO/IEC 10646-1:1993. 
ISO/IEC 10646-1 and ISO/IEC 
10646-2 have since been merged into 
ISO/IEC 10646:2020.”



Structure of ISO 12199

Foreword
Introduction
1 Scope
2 Normative references
3 Terms and definitions
4 Preparatory procedures
5 First ordering level
   5.1 First-ordering-level values
   5.2 First-ordering-level sequence
   5.3 Equivalence between special Latin letters
      and basic letters
6 Second ordering level
   6.1 Second-ordering-level values
   6.2 Special Latin letters and letters with
      diacritical marks
7 Third ordering level
   7.1 Third-ordering-level values
   7.2 Ordering according to capitalization

8 Fourth ordering level
   8.1 Fourth-ordering-level values
   8.2 Ordering according to special characters
Annex A (normative) Word-by-word ordering
Annex B (informative) Special rules for
   lexicographical and terminological ordering
Annex C (informative) Ordering rules for
   chemical names
Annex D (informative) Character repertoire of
   the Latin alphabet
Annex E (informative) Languages using the
   Latin alphabet
Annex F (informative) Alphabetical sequences
   and character repertoires
Annex G (informative) Formal description of
   the rules of the main body of this document
Bibliography



The basic rules of ordering levels 1 through 4

1. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z þ
(mentioning the issue of Turkish ı/I and i/İ)

2. Diacritical marks:
o ó ò ŏ ô ǒ o ̊ö ő ỏ õ ȯ ọ etc.

3. lowercase before UPPERCASE

4. Special characters according to the sequence of the default 
template of ISO/IEC 14651



Seven annexes

A. Word-by-word ordering

B. Special rules for lexicographical and terminological ordering

C. Ordering rules for chemical names

D. Character repertoire of the Latin alphabet

E. Languages using the Latin alphabet

F. Alphabetical sequences and character repertoires

G. Formal description of the rules of the main body



Annex A (normative)

Word-by-word ordering

1. as multiple-key ordering

• Space characters serve as key separators

2. Simple word-by-word ordering

• Space character is first character on level 1

This is treated exactly the same way in EN 13710, in informative Annex B.



Annex B (informative)

Special rules for lexicographical and terminological ordering

1. Position relative to baseline

• O O O

2. Styles

• abc abc abc abc

This feature is covered by informative Annex C in EN 13710.
“The features that are described in this annex cannot easily be described in 
the formalism given in ISO/IEC 14651.” (ISO 12199)



Annex C (informative)

Ordering rules for chemical names

• Three keys:

• parent name; initial locants;
other locants

This is not covered by the other 
documents. Are there other
“special ordering rules” that could (or 
should) be included?



Annex D (informative)

Character repertoire of the Latin alphabet

This is not covered by the other documents, but it may be derived from 
information in the Unicode CLDR (to be explained later in this presentation).



Annex E (informative)

Languages using the Latin alphabet

This may also be derived
from the Unicode CLDR.



Annex F (informative)

Alphabetical sequences and character repertoires

• Language-specific ordering
rules for a number of
languages (but far from all).

This may also be derived from
the Unicode CLDR.



Annex G (informative)

Formal description of the rules of the main body of this 
document

This is what is done in the main
body of ISO/IEC 14651 and
EN 13710. In ISO 12199 this is
included “for information”.



ISO/IEC 14651 :2019
Information technology — International string ordering and comparison — Method for comparing 
character strings and description of the common template tailorable ordering

• The document specifies a formalism for ordering and 
comparing character strings of any script or 
combination of scripts.

• All characters that are included in ISO/IEC 10646 are 
covered, but not features that are not explicit in the 
character encoding (for instance style).

• The ordering template is tailorable according to 
language-specific ordering rules.



EN 13710 :2011
European Ordering Rules — Ordering of characters from Latin, Greek, Cyrillic, Georgian and Armenian 
scripts

• The document may be seen as a subset of
ISO/IEC 14651 covering the languages and scripts 
used in Europe.

• It is expressed as a delta of (deviation rules from) 
ISO/IEC 14651.

• It also specifies rules for language-specific deltas 
based on EN 13710.



Unicode CLDR

The Unicode Common Locale Data Repository
https://cldr.unicode.org/ 

It includes:

• Locale-specific patterns for formatting and parsing: dates, times, timezones, numbers and currency values, 
measurement units, …

• Translations of names: languages, scripts, countries and regions, currencies, eras, months, weekdays, day 
periods, time zones, cities, and time units, emoji characters and sequences (and search keywords), …

• Language & script information: characters used; plural cases; gender of lists; capitalization; rules for sorting & 
searching; writing direction; transliteration rules; rules for spelling out numbers; rules for segmenting text into 
graphemes, words, and sentences; keyboard layouts …

• Country information: language usage, currency information, calendar preference, week conventions, …

• Validity: Definitions, aliases, and validity information for Unicode locales, languages, scripts, regions, and 
extensions, …



Does ISO 12199 add anything?

• The normative parts of ISO 12199 do not add specifications that are not 
covered by ISO/IEC 14651, except that the specifications are expressed in 
“human language” in ISO 12199.

• Annex B (“Special rules for lexicographical and terminological ordering”), 
some of which is also included in EN 13710, includes specifications that 
are not covered by ISO/IEC 14651.

• Annex C (“Ordering rules for chemical names”) is unique to ISO 12199.

• Annexes D (“Character repertoire of the Latin alphabet”), E (“Languages 
using the Latin alphabet”), and F (“Alphabetical sequences and character 
repertoires”) do not add much, but may for some purposes serve as useful 
collections.

• ISO 12199 is developed by the “language committee” of ISO.



Possible ways forward

Formally, ISO 12199:2023 is a valid International Standard until July 2027,
unless ISO/TC 37/SC 2 in the meantime decides to

1. extend its validity for another five years, a process that may be repeated an indefinite 
number of times

2. revise the entire document

3. withdraw ISO 12199 as such, but develop a new document based on parts of the current 
document, in particular informative parts

4. withdraw ISO 12199 in its entirety with no replacement

It is, in particular, options 2 and 3 that we need to study



Why might option 4 or 3 be a good idea?

That would mean withdrawing all of ISO 12199 or the normative 
parts of the document.

• For all practical purposes the rules of alphabetical ordering are 
maintained by ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 2 in ISO/IEC 14651.

• The maintenance of the normative parts of ISO 12199 would be 
to ensure alignment with ISO/IEC 14651.

• In the case of lack of alignment, ISO/IEC 14651 would be 
“right”, and ISO 12199 would be “wrong”.



What kind of project would option 2 give?

A total revision of ISO 12199, including the informative parts (and 
possibly adding more information).

• Ensuring total alignment with ISO/IEC 14651.

• Adding character set information and alphabetical ordering 
information for a large number of languages.

• More or less continuous maintenance in parallel with
ISO/IEC 14651 and the Unicode CLDR.



What kind of document would option 3 give?

Informative parts of ISO 12199: current annexes B through F.

• It would be possible to maintain that as a Technical Report.

• Maintenance work would be almost as extensive as for a total 
revision.

• The Technical Report could be a useful reference document for 
lexicography and terminology.



So the simple question is

E G I O d Q m T A Z g j q u x ª ® À Æ Ë Î Ð Ñ Ö Ý ß å M ì ð K ó õ þ R
Ā W ă ĉ Đ Ę ğ Ħ Ŀ C Ņ ŋ ő ŗ Ã Ş ŧ ů Ų ŵ Ÿ Ž ƀ ƈ Ə ģ ƒ ƕ ƙ Ƥ Ƨ ƻ ǎ ǖ ǚ
ǣ ǥ ǭ ǵ ȁ ȇ ȑ ț ȡ ɏ ɚ ɱ
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